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ERRATA

In section 10. Field of vision and lights there is a mistake as sometimes the term field of
vision is used and not field of view which is the correct term. Field of vision refers to
physiological aspects of human vision while field of view refers to the actual possibilities for
an individual to observe the surrounding area as restricted by the current environment, here
the driver s compartment. So the issue in section 10 is the driver s field of view and not field
of vision.
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Professional drivers

B Peters, M Sc. and L Nilsson, PhD

Human Factors Group, Swedish Road and Transport Research Institute, S 581 95 Linköping,
Sweden

1. OVERVIEW

This chapter deals with the working environment for professional drivers. Professional
drivers is a heterogeneous group with a variety of working tasks beside the primary driving
task. The nature of driving itself can differ between the various drivers due to type of
commercial vehicle (heavy vehicles, passenger cars) and type of transport i.e. people and
goods. There are also professionals like policemen, postmen, and salesmen who spend much
of their working time driving without usually being considered as professional drivers. What
will be discussed here can also be relevant for these professions. Common to all mentioned
driver groups is that their working situation is defined by a vehicle in a traffic situation. They
also have to perform their work in collaboration with contemporary drivers and other road
users. Professional drivers often have higher and different demands on the vehicles and the
driving environment compared to private drivers (e. g. high quality seats, assault protection).
But the automotive industry often direct its design efforts towards the occasional driver s
needs and expectations and manufacturers of heavy vehicles often focus on carriage capacity.

The focus in this chapter will be the working environment for the largest groups of
professional drivers (lorry, bus and taxi drivers). Most of the examples refer to bus drivers'
working environment, where many of the professional drivers' common problems can be
found. The presentation is concentrated to effects on drivers' safety and health due to the
physical design of the vehicle. Organisational and social aspects of the working environment

will not be covered.

2. PROFESSIONAL DRIVERS

Modern society depends on the safe and punctual transport of both humans and goods.
Professional drivers play a key role in this service. Society should take full responsibility for
their working environment. Professional drivers are today subjected to a number of
environmental strains that cause increased morbidity, mortality and sick leave compared to
other occupations. To overcome these problems, it is necessary to involve all groups that
in uence their working environment and to consider the total working situation. The most
important actors are drivers themselves, eet owners, transport operators, vehicle
manufacturers, and authorities. All of them have of course an interest in the drivers' well-

being but health and safety may not always be the top priority. Manufacturers aim at a cost
effective and exible production; eet owners and transport operators want to provide cost-
effective transport services; authorities focus on safety and environmental impact etc. Even
the drivers themselves and their trade unions do sometimes prioritise other aspects before
safety (e. g. the use of safety belts) and health (e. g. it is better to have a hazardous job than no
job at all). Another problem is the choice of working environment. Sometimes individual
drivers (e. g. taxi owners and small transport operators) can select and buy a preferred vehicle



but most professional drivers (e.g. bus drivers) have to work in a vehicle chosen and bought
by others (i.e. transport operators and fleet owners).

A lot of research efforts have produced valuable knowledge on how to overcome many
problems concerning the working environment for professional drivers. This knowledge has
not been extensively utilised up to now. One reason is lack of communication between
researchers and automotive designers. It seems like the development of commercial vehicles
is more guided by what is technically feasible than by a deep knowledge of the driver's needs
and resources. These problems were addressed at a number of round table meetings organised
by the Transport and General Workers Union (TGWU) in London 1991 and 1992 resulted in
a code of practice "Good Bus Cab Design" published by TGWU in 1993. Both in Sweden
(Morén et al. , 1989 a ; Peters et al., 1992 a) and Germany (Mahr, 1994; Marx et al., 1994)

research projects involving all major actors applied a multi-disciplinary approach to develop
specifications of requirements for the physical aspects of the bus driver's compartment.

The use of information technology in the automotive industry e.g. Advanced Transport
Telematics (ATT) is rapidly changing the working conditions for the professional drivers and
attention has to be focused on the Human Machine Interaction (HMI) aspects of these

devices. Important world wide (Europe, North America and Japan) research and development
efforts are directed to improve road transport efficiency and safety, and to limit the impact on
the environment by utilising advanced technology. If the technology shall be able to fulfil its
mission and improve and not impair, the driver's situation it is important that it is developed
and implemented according to the drivers needs and resources. Sometimes it seems like the
ultimate goal of these efforts could be autonomous transports system which would eliminate
the need of professional drivers. But for many years yet, we will probably depend on the
professional drivers for safe and efficient transports. Furthermore, we do not know how the
rapid development of the so called information highways and the increasing possibilities to
perform our daily work at home will in uence the need of public transport. Low capacity
stocks of goods will probably assume the need for close range transports in the future.

3. THE PROFESSIONAL DRIVER'S HEALTH

Are professional drivers subjected to extended occupational health hazards?
Comprehensive and reliable statistics can be of great help to understand and explain the
reasons behind occupational injuries. Available statistics give some general insight but it does
not reveal the full truth. They are often not detailed enough and there is a lack of important
reports on non fatal injuries and incidents. Furthermore it is not always easy to prove that a
disease or an accident is caused by the working environment. In this way, many deficiencies
in the working environment will not be traced in the statistics of occupational injuries.

Occupational injuries include both accidents and diseases that occur during work. Table 1 _l
shows the frequency of such occupational injuries for professional drivers (lorry, bus and
taxi) compared to the total working population in Sweden. The table is based on reported
injuries which caused absence from work in 1991. The number of employees are based on
figures from 1990. The higher frequency of accidents for lorry drivers could be due to the
handling of goods and vehicle accidents. Bus drivers have a higher frequency of diseases
which probably could be traced to musculoskeletal (sitting postures) and psychosocial
problems in their working environment.



Tablel Number of occupational injuries for transport workers in Sweden 1991
(Occupational Injury Statistics, 1991)

 

 

 

 

Number of Occupational Occupational
employees accidents per 1000 diseases per 1000

0 _ ,. 1000 (1990) employees employees
ccupation

Lorry driver 70 31.9 9.5

Bus driver 20 15.1 15.2

Taxi driver 15 10.3 5.2

Other 3

Total 108 28.3 10.8

Total working 3,800 17.5 10.1
population
 

An occupational health survey covering a broad range of occupations in Stockholm city
reported that professional drivers have an extended risk of suffering from musculoskeletal
diseases, cancer, heart diseases, and psychosocial problems (Occupational health survey,
1991). A study by Hedberg et al. (1991) showed that male bus and lorry drivers had a higher
SMR (Standardised Mortality Rate) for cardiovascular diseases compared to other men.

Winkleby et al. (1988) reviewed 22 epidemiological studies that examined health risks of
bus drivers in 11 countries and found that they have higher rates of mortality, morbidity, and
absence from work due to illness when compared to employees from a wide range of other
occupational groups. In the studies, three main disease categories of cardiovascular,
gastrointestinal, and musculo skeletal were considered responsible for the outcome.
Alfredsson (1992) found that bus drivers in Stockholm have 50% higher risk of both having a

heart attack and suffering fatal consequences from it, compared to the rest of the male
working population in Sweden.

Haas et al. (1989) found in a survey of approx. 1200 German drivers that the four most
frequent complaints from bus, tram and subway drivers were related to:

Thermal climate 35,8 % of the drivers

Driver's seat 32,6 %

Non regular work time 28,9 %

Exhaust (quality of air) 28,2 %

A medical examination of the same group showed more frequent health disturbances
among the drivers than in a control group of construction workers. In a survey of 140
Swedish bus drivers (Peters et al., 1994) it was found that most of their complaints regarding
the working environment in the buses were referred to summer climate, quality of air, total
space, seating and noise. A survey of Norwegian bus drivers (Björgum, 1986) revealed that



their musculoskeletal pains were especially located in the back related to the working
situation. Other health problems are related to "stress", time pressure, traffic density,
complaints and negative reactions from passengers as well as incidents of violence.

A number of studies show that professional drivers have higher rates of occupational
injuries, specifically cardiovascular diseases, gastrointestinal illness and musculoskeletal
problems compared to other occupational groups. Surveys show that they find their working
environment far from satisfying. Improved working conditions for the professional drivers
would have a positive effect and decrease work related illness.

4. THE PHYSICAL WORKING ENVIRONMENT

Many of the health and safety related problems in the professional driver's working
environment relate the design of the vehicle and especially the driver's compartment. There
are several environmental aspects that in uence the professional driver's working conditions.
In our research we have identified the following important issues: seating, thermal climate,
quality of air, information processing, noise, infrasound, vibrations, visual field, lighting,
crash worthiness, and assault protection.

Sever deficiencies in the working environment often results from a design that does not
consider human needs, abilities and limitations. The driver's compartment should be designed
to suit a broad variety of drivers and high demands have to be met. Even if the different
environmental aspects will be treated separately here, it is important to assess the driver's
total physical working environment and not isolate the different aspects. Optimal design for
one aspect can have both counteractive or concurrent effects on other aspects. For instance
large windows will give better vision, but decrease crash worthiness; a small steering wheel

in buses and lorries will decrease musculoskeletal load and decrease the risk of sever
abdominal and facial injuries. Design decisions should be assessed in respect to the total
situation. An explicit declaration of design goals and assessment procedures where drivers are
included would greatly enhance the chances of a successful end product. The following
sections will describe the environmental aspects mentioned above together with health and
safety implications and suggestions for design improvements. Not all aspects will be covered
to the same extent and the presentation will re ect the priority we have made in our work
performed so far.

5. SEATING

This section deals with the dimensions of the driver's compartment, seating, and reach of
controls. It is well known that poor seating facilities and bad working postures will cause
strain, pain and eventually injuries especially located to neck, shoulders and lower back.
Musculoskeletal injuries are among the most frequent health problems recognised in
professional drivers (Winkleby et al., 1988; Reynolds, 1993; van Lingen, 1994). Some of

these injuries relate to traumatic events, but mostly they are due to long term effects of
postural strain. These long term effects are poorly documented (Carrier et al., 1992).

The following examples reveal some occupational problems common to professional
drivers because of inadequate seating facilities. The seat itself, the location and design of the
pedals, the steering wheel and other controls determine the driver's seating posture. Many
professional drivers have to share the vehicle they drive with a number of colleagues. The
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Figure 1 The professional driver's working environment

drivers can be of very different dimensions, varying from short females to tall males, but the
driver's compartment seems to be designed for the medium sized drivers. Therefore, the most
sever seating problems are encountered by the drivers of extreme dimensions. The more the
seat, the steering wheel etc. can be adjusted, the better the chances for drivers of various sizes

to find a comfortable seating posture are. Insufficient adjustment possibilities can force the
drivers to use an uncomfortable seating posture. For example short drivers will only sit on the
front edge of the seat cushion and not be able to achieve proper backrest and lumbar support
if seat depth cannot be adjusted enough. In this way the risk of pain in the back and in the
hollow of the knees will increase. If the ranges of adjustments are sufficient badly placed,
complex and poorly designed controls for adjustments could still prevent the driver from
finding a comfortable seating posture. The driving task is usually performed in a static seating
posture. Also, the most perfect posture in seats designed to be comfortable and to meet safety
and health requirement will therefore be uncomfortable if the driving time is extended and
these long term static postures will give musculoskeletal strains. Even if the strains can be
reduced by frequent and regular breaks they are still very common among professional
drivers. Powered steering and braking have facilitated driving by reducing the needs for
human muscle power to very moderate levels. But, still the steering wheels in buses and
lorries have larger diameters than those used in passenger cars. The regulation (ECE 79) that
determines the steering wheel's diameter is based on the maximal steering force needed in
case of power failure which means that heavy vehicles will have steering wheels with large
diameters. The big and horizontally oriented steering wheels in buses and lorries force the
driver to large and strenuous movements, especially the smallest drivers. The total space
available for the driver can also introduce problems. It is critical concerning lorries and buses
where the operators want to have as much as possible of the vehicle for passengers or goods.



This desire can intrude on the driver's requirements. There are also frequent complaints from
tall drivers that there is not room enough in the driver's compartment. Other seating problems
can be a result of defectively mounted seats, which force the driver to sit in a twisted position.

How can the vehicle design be improved to decrease seating problems? First a target
population have to be defined and design requirements formulated based on the body
geometry of the selected population. The requirements used are not always based on such
specifications. Too often, only body stature and weight are considered in the design of a the
driver's compartment. The aim could, of course, be that no person wishing to be a
professional driver should be excluded because of body size. For practical and economical
reasons it is however impossible to accommodate the professional driver's cab to 100% of the
population. A target population consisting of 95% of all adults in Sweden would demonstrate
a variation in body stature from 1540 mm to 1850 mm (Pheasant, 1986). This definition of a

stature interval has though some serious deficiencies. Firstly, the limits are based on 20-30
year old anthropometric data. Secondly, the gender distribution among professional drivers is
not equal to the gender distribution for the population in general. For bus drivers in the
industrialised countries it is reasonable to calculate with a gender distribution of 20 % female
and 80 % male. In a group of Swedish bus drivers (figure 3 from Peters et al. 1992 a) the
body stature was found to differ between 1490 mm and 2020 mm. A workstation that suits
both these extremes presents considerably larger demands than the available anthropometric
data reveal. More recent military surveys can be used to approximate a corresponding civilian
population (Reynolds, 1993). Thirdly, there is sometimes a low correlation between body
stature and other biometric measures i. e. people can be unproportional and anthropometric
databases do not provide us with sufficient information considering these individuals.

 

  1495 mm

   

Figure 2 Two individuals who should be able to use the same workstation

Some measures needed for the design of the driver's compartment have to be calculated
from a number of body measures. When these measures are calculated the human body is
regarded as a structure of linked segments. Carrier et al. (1992) addressed this problem and



stated that even if individual adjustments of the seat are designed to meet each critical
anthropometric measure the total accommodation of the population will substantially decrease
by increasing number of variables. They proposed a multivariate mathematical model to
calculate adjustments that account for variations in separate body segments and increase the
total accommodation. There is thus a great need for updated anthropometric data and data that
distinguish between different occupational groups together with standardised methods that
account for unproportional individuals (Morén et al. 1989 a) to enhance the design of the
driver's workstation.

Methods and tools are also needed for the design of the driver's compartment. The design
of the driver's compartment is known as occupant package design in the automotive industry.
Roe (1993) describes this concept in relation to design of passenger cars. He also gives an
overview of the most relevant SAE (Society of Automotive Engineers) documents which
provide design recommendations (e.g. seat dimensions, reach envelopes, view fields) for the
driver's compartment. The SAE recommendations are based on extensive studies of foot, hand
and eye positions. Standardisation bodies like ISO and ECE have also produced numbers of
frequently used standards and guidelines. It is recommended that the measures given for the
driver's compartment are given in a system of co ordinates common for both the driver and
the vehicle. There are three frequently used reference points: the Accelerator Heel Point
(AHP), the Seat Reference Point (SRP) and the Hip Pivot of the driver (H-point). The H point
is defined in SAE J826 and constitutes the basis in most SAE recommendations. The SRP is
defined in Humanscales 7/8/9. The AHP is the point on the floor of the driver's compartment
where the driver's heel will rest actuating the accelerator pedal. The AHP has the advantage
that it is fixed to the vehicle at the same time as it constitutes a link to the body of the driver.
The driving task require an almost continuos contact between the driver and the accelerator
pedal unless the driver uses a cruise control. Anthropometric data can be utilised in several
ways when designing the driver's compartment and its components. Methods applied should
be designed to account for static as well as dynamic geometry of the human body. One way is
to design mannequins, i.e. mechanical models of the human body, to represent the target
population. Often two extremes are used a tall male and a short female. The range between
the short female and the tall male approximates the adjustments needed to accommodate the
population. Mannequins are easily accessible throughout the design process. Another way to
use anthropometric data in the design is to set up selection criteria for a sample of the target
population. Such a sample of professional drivers could, for example, be used to evaluate
prototypes and to collect professional experience and opinions. A group of drivers is not as
accessible as manikins and the methods should be regarded as complementary. A third
method is to use computer based design tools, which can simulate the driver as mannequins
and the driver's compartment in order to compare and explore alternative solutions (Porter et
al., 1993). These tools can improve and speed up the design procedure essentially. The most
powerful tools can provide 3D data concerning, for example, fit, reach, field of vision and

task related postures but both hardware and software costs can be considerable. Increasing
performance of ordinary PCs will though decrease at least the hardware costs. Today
computerised design tools are complex and even if they are designed for easy use it is
important not to underestimate the need of training and skill to use them efficiently.

What can be done to improve the seating of professional drivers? The driver's
compartment of the various commercial vehicles should be designed to guarantee sufficient
space for all drivers, even the tallest individuals in the target population. Not only is there a
lack of space for the horizontal adjustment of the seat but the steering column can also
obstruct the driver's ingress and egress in the compartment. Bus drivers frequently turn the
seat for ticketing and passenger service and if there is not room enough for the knees, the



driver will use a twisted seating posture. There should be sufficient clearance for the driver's
knees.

The seat and the steering wheel in buses and lorries should be designed to promote a
seating posture that more resembles what is used in passenger cars. This means that the
steering wheel should have a more vertical position and a smaller diameter than today and the
driver would use a more backward leaning (increased rake and tilt) posture and decreased
sitting height (and eye height). Such a working posture would decease musculoskeletal
problems and promote collision safety. However, the changes has to be done without
jeopardising the driver's field of view. Both the internal and the external view could be
affected by such a different posture if the vehicle design is not changed accordingly. The
dashboard and the steering wheel have to be designed so that the driver's view of displays and
controls is unobstructed. The design of windscreens should ensure satisfactory external view.

The lumbar support of seats is another issue for improvements (Reynolds, 1993). The
lumbar support of most seats is very primitive. If there is any adjustment at all it is usually
just a depth adjustment. A correctly adjusted lumbar support is crucial to keep load off the
spine, reduce disc pressure and back strain. As shape and size of the human back vary a lot
e. g. elderly people have a different spinal geometry compared to younger individuals, highly
contoured and fixed seat backs, as used in sports cars, should not be used in vehicles where

the seat has to fit many different drivers. Sitting should also be dynamic to reduce the risk of
injuries and drivers should change their spinal posture from time to time. Thus the lumbar
support needs to be highly exible and easy to adjust. Effective use of lumbar support
requires also a pelvis support in the seat cushion.

Seats in vehicles where drivers change frequently e.g. city buses ought to be equipped
with memory functions at least of the major adjustments. As such facilities can be found in
luxury versions of passenger cars, the technology already exists and should be possible to
adopt for professional driver's seats. The need of a support is more pronounced with an
increasing number of adjustments. Ordinary seats in buses and lorries can have more than
seven different adjustments which are not optimally used by the drivers (Öström, 1981).
Furthermore the seat adjustments should be consistent in respect to the target population.

Today adjustable steering wheels are quite common in lorries and buses but the ranges of
adjustment are often too small. These adjustments are often achieved through separate angle
and length adjustments of the steering column (typically 200 and 20 30 mm). Most drivers
start to adjust the seat in relation to the pedals and afterwards they adjust the position of the
steering wheel. This means that a tall driver with long legs (long thighs) sitting with the seat
far back can get the steering-wheel at a position that is too high when it is within comfortable
reach. Therefore the steering-wheel should be possible to adjust independently in both vertical
and horizontal directions. The driver should also be able to reach different steering wheel
stalks with the hands left on the steering wheel. A dashboard that follows the steering wheel
when it is adjusted have recently been tested in a mock up version of the bus driver's
compartment (Mahr, 1994; Marx, 1994). When the pedals are fixed there will be a great

disparity in eye levels among drivers of various stature (Pheasant, 1986). Adjustable pedals
would decrease this disparity and also decrease the required adjustments of seat and steering
wheel. But so far this concept has not been commercially adopted by the automotive industry.

The strength of the seat construction and the fixation of the seat should be sufficient for an
integrated seat belt. The suspension of the seat should be adjustable and vibrations should be
effectively suppressed. A cruise control can make it easier for the driver to change seating
posture and reduce the static postural strains.

10



Seat and reach deficiencies in the professional driver's working environment are serious
sources to occupational ill health. A seat that conforms to the ranges of body geometry within
the professional driving population and with clear and simple means of adjustments would
improve the situation for all professional drivers. Adequate space, a different seating posture
and a smaller steering wheel would decrease problems caused by seating among bus and lorry
drivers.

6. THERMAL CLIMATE

Thermal comfort at work is vital for the driver's health and safety. It is established when
the driver can not distinguish in what direction the various climate parameters (mainly
temperature) should be changed to improve the sensation of the thermal climate. Thermal
comfort occurs when the driver's heat exchange is balanced, that is when the heat lost equals
the heat produced by the body. Factors that in uence the heat balance and therefore the
driver's thermal comfort are temperature, humidity and motion of the surrounding air, the heat
radiation (mainly external but also internal), and the surface temperature of components in
contact with the driver (e. g. seat, steering-wheel). Thermal discomfort have a negative impact
on both physical and mental performance of the driver (Morén et al, 1989 a)
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Figure 3 Thermal climate

From the thermal point of view the driver's compartment should be regarded as an indoor
environment. Asymmetry and time variations in temperature, draught, and humidity are
common problems in many commercial vehicles as well as passenger cars. They have to be
addressed in order to provide thermal comfort. Warm summer days with direct sunshine will
expose drivers to extreme local heat load causing discomfort and distraction. Heavy radiant
heat load situation is identified as a major problem among bus drivers because of the large
windows but is also relevant for every other driver not at least lorry and taxi drivers. Cold
winter climate expose the driver to other problems. Con icting requirements in city buses can
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arise between drivers and passengers as they are dressed for different climates. The frequent
door openings also cause draught. Local distributors (drivers of small lorries or vans)
frequently change from indoor to outdoor climate and vice versa. Snow and ice can give
slippery steps of entrance, with increased the risk of accidents. High internal air humidity
from, e. g. rain will eventually cause visual obstructions and increase the safety hazards. Poor
vision is one of the main reasons to vehicle accidents.

Thermal mannequins can be used to evaluate the thermal environment in vehicles (Wyon
et al. 1989). They consist of a number of body segments in which the heat transfer can be
separately monitored under various conditions. The heat exchange for the whole body as well
as for selected parts can thus be investigated. The mannequins have been validated against
human driver estimations of thermal comfort and found to predict human sensations to
acceptable degree (Bohm, 1990). Mannequins can be very useful when extended measuring
periods are required and to provide "objective" and comparable data. Computer based
simulator models of heat distributions are also used (van der Kooi, 1993) to validate the

thermal environment in vehicles.

The thermal conditions in vehicles during the summer with extreme heat loads seems to
be more problematic to control than during the cold winter. As for many other aspects of the
professional driver's working environment the problems seem to be more pronounced in
buses. Buses have large window areas (compare with a greenhouse) and large air volumes to
control. How can the external heat radiation be reduced? The sunlight energy consists of 43%
heat and 57% light. A window that lets the visible light through and re ects the heat would be
ideal. There are glass compounds that re ect most of the heat (infrared light). The drawback
is that it re ects too much of the visual light. Transmission of visual light should not be less
than 70%. As the technology is improved these types of filtering windows can become an
attractive solution to reduce the external heat load in vehicles. Sunshields is an other
alternative but they also reduce the viewing area. Air conditioning (AC) systems are used to
improve the thermal climate in coaches, lorries and in many modern passenger cars. ACS are
not very frequent in city buses. Most ACs use freons as cooling medium which are
detrimental to the environment. Evaporative ACS use water as a cooling medium and are
cheaper than the traditional ACS.

The driver's seat is often well insulated and moist impermeable, which can make the
surface hot and wet during hot summer conditions. The local climate in the driver's seat has a
large in uence on the driver's whole body climate. To address this problem, Wyon (1988)
developed a prototype of a ventilated driver's seat where air is pulled through the cushions
with an internal fan. In a commercial version of the seat both the seat cushion and the back of
the seat are ventilated. The Swedish Institute of Agricultural Engineering have tested and
evaluated this seat and found that the ventilated seat significantly improved the thermal
climate for the driver (Bohm et al., 1992, Bohm et al., 1993). It is interesting to notice that the

first implementation of the ventilated seat partly sacrificed some ergonomic features (e.g.
variable seat depth) for the improved thermal climate. This displays the importance to
consider more than just one single aspect of the environment so that improving one aspect
does not deteriorate other aspects.

Winter conditions will present other types of problems. Even if the heating systems in
modern vehicles usually are sufficient to generate and keep a desired temperature, some
problems remain. In general, it is best to supply heat from below because draught problems
will be minimised (van Kooi, 1993) and because cold mostly is experienced in the lower
limbs first. Defrosting of icy windscreens can also still be a problem. Traditional defrosting
systems blow heated air to the windscreen from below. Extreme air ows can cause "dry

12



eyes" problems because the warm and dry air ow bounces against the windscreen and into
the eyes of the driver. A reversed system, where the heated air is blown from the upper part of
the window and let out at the bottom, is more effective and at the same time minimises the

risk of dry eyes. Such a system can also be used under summer conditions as an "air curtain"
(with cold air) which has showed to be an effective way to reduce heat load on the driver

(Wang et al., 1993). The previously mentioned problem in buses with different thermal
requirements from the passengers and the driver could at least partly be solved if the driver's
compartment is designed like a sealed volume. Heat could then be introduced from below and
the driver would be thermally insulated from the passengers compartment. A "closed" driver's
compartment would also be favourable to the quality of air and reduce draught from open
doors. Air curtains at the doors can decrease draught but is rather expensive and complicated
to implement in buses. Heated or insulated windows could also decrease draught. In
extremely cold areas vehicles are often preheated before use. Another important issue of the
thermal environment is the driver's control of it. The driver should be able to both supervise
and control the thermal climate. The user's controls for the climate should be easy to reach,
manoeuvre and understand.

The driver's compartment and the climate controlling systems should be designed so that
thermal comfort can be established for the driver in respect to the local weather condition in
the operating area. The main efforts to improve the thermal climate for professional drivers
should be directed to decrease the thermal load on the driver during summer conditions.
Ventilation outlets should be arranged so that cool air could be let in from above when the
heat load is too high on the driver (summer conditions) and from below in when the driver
needs additional heat (winter conditions). A reversed defrosting air curtain at the windscreen

would improve thermal climate and minimise draught. Ventilated seats can be used to
decrease the discomfort from hot and wet seats. All air flow speeds should be set so that the
drivers does not experience discomforting draught over extended periods.

The most prominent problem related to the thermal climate seems to be extreme heat load
experienced through the direct sun-light. This is a general opinion even among professional
drivers in areas where this type of weather is not very frequent. Wet seats, cold feet and
various types of asymmetries are other problems due to unsatisfactory thermal climate. The
solutions will vary depending on the type of vehicle. Drivers of passenger cars seem to
experience or recognise thermal problems less than the bus and lorry drivers. But also for the
latter, vehicle types there are technical solutions available.

7. QUALITY OF AIR

The air outside the vehicle is used to ventilate the driver's compartment. It is of vital
importance to the driver's health that the quality of this air is good. The quality of air is
closely linked to the thermal climate as ventilation is a key function to the driver's thermal
comfort. Many professional drivers are bound to work in cities where the air is heavily
contaminated from the traffic. Air pollution from traffic could be divided in gases e. g. carbon
oxide, nitrogen oxide and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH); particles e.g. dust, lead,
pollen and gases absorbed by particles. Long term exposure to traffic air pollution will
increase the risk for diseases like cancer and asthma. The exact relation between doses of
specific pollutants and increased health hazards is though not fully understood. In recent years
a number of actions have been taken to "clean" the traffic environment. New engines,
improved qualities of fuel and catalytic exhaust emission control have improved the situation
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a lot, but the ultimate goal should be to eliminate the sources of air pollution. In the meantime
filtering techniques have to be used in order to improve air quality inside the vehicles.

Air pollution from traffic varies in time due to a number of reasons like traffic volume,
weather conditions and topography. Surveys of air pollution in the traffic environment are
needed for deciding what type of filter to use in vehicles. PAH is a group of compounds that
is extremely toxic even at very low concentrations. The concentration of PAH is therefore
often used as an indicator of air quality but very advanced techniques and methods are
required to measure these low concentrations. PAH bound to particles are particularly tricky
as these particles can be trapped in filters from which the PAH can be released and cause an
increased concentration of PAH in the vehicle. An effective filter should prevent this situation
and PAH should be absorbed in order to stop it from entering the driver's compartment.

The task to provide the driver with fresh air could be split into three parts: positioning of
external air inlets, filtering of external air and positioning of internal air outlets. High placed
external air inlets have frequently been suggested (Jacobson et al. 1982) and are common
today on buses and lorries. The idea is to place the inlets as far a way as possible from the
preceding vehicles' exhaust outlets. The expected improvements are limited as measurements
indicate that the concentration of pollutants in the streets is rather constant with varying
height under certain weather conditions. These measures showed also that the design of bus
stops can be of great importance for the quality of air in buses. Bus stops should allow the bus
to leave the street before the doors are opened. This could also be applied to taxi stops.

In an effort to improve the air quality for city bus drivers a filter was assembled consisting
of two parts, first a "absolute" filter that reduced the concentration of particles by 96 - 98 %
and then an active carbon filter that reduced the concentration of gases. Measurements of
PAH bound to particles in regular traffic resulted in a 97,5% decrease after the filter

compared to unfiltered ambient air (Wallin, 1994). This is a very good result and the
technique could be easily applied in e. g. lorries and taxis. The air inlets were placed on the
roof of the bus. The air outlets had to be designed so that the fresh air stayed close to the
driver. One way to implement this is to use deplacement ventilation, a technique commonly
used in buildings. Air outlets with large opening areas allow big volumes of slightly chilled
air to flow on to the compartment's floor without the driver being discomforted by draught.
As the air is heated by the occupant or by a heated oor the air raise, fill the room and deplace
the old used air. A thin layer of the clean air covers the driver as the connvective heat from
the body will cause an upward air flow. This system was used in a test bus in regular traffic.
The results showed that a high quality of air gained from the filter described above could be
maintained for the driver despite the open design of the bus driver's compartment (Wallin,
1994). Another way to provide fresh air to the bus driver is to let out chilled air through the
ceiling under summer conditions and heated air from the floor in winter time. Van der Kooi et
al. (1993) found in a study of the passenger's compartment in a coach that this system
minimise the problem of draught. An air filtering system should work transparently to the
driver and be integrated in the climate system.

Quality of air is a problem for professional drivers in city areas with heavy traffic. The
smaller the vehicle is the easier will it be to provide clean air to the driver. Much can be done
but the issue of clean air has to be addressed globally. Another problem is that illness due to
polluted air take a long time to manifest itself.
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8. INFORMATION EXCHANGE AND PROCESSING

The main task for professional drivers, as well as for every driver, is to safely and

efficiently drive and handle the vehicle under varying and sometimes unpredictable
conditions. The information that is necessary and desirable to fulfil the basic driving task does
not differ between professional drivers and private drivers. It includes information from the
traffic environment outside the vehicle and information from the vehicle itself presented
inside the vehicle. In addition to the driving task, the professional drivers have to perform
additional (or service) tasks that are part of their work, but in principle not directly connected
to driving. These services are group specific e. g. fare collection and ticket handling for bus
drivers, communication with a traffic control centre for taxi drivers, and monitoring of goods

for lorry drivers. Therefore, the information needs for the execution of the service tasks vary
considerably between different groups of professional drivers. Some additional service tasks
have to be performed during driving while others can be performed while stationary. New in-
car information systems meant to facilitate the driver s information processing task are now
introduced and it seems likely that the number will increase in the future. With many tasks to
perform and an increasing number of information sources to monitor, the professional driver
runs an apparent risk of facing problems like stress, divided attention, distraction and
information overload if the working environment is not carefully designed in these respects.

In order to structure the professional drivers diverse information requirements, Berge
(1993) has suggested a typology of information. It includes four information categories and
six information levels. The categories are basic, regulatory, additional and service information
concerning information related to traffic safety, traffic laws and regulations, efficiency and

comfort, and other tasks, respectively. The levels are the vehicle, the trip, the road, the traffic,

the infrastructural, and the cultural levels each of which is characterised by the origin or

source of the information. Another division based on the opposite party of the driver in
his/her information exchange has been presented by Peters et al. (l992b). The parties defined
were: the traffic environment, the vehicle, the passenger, and the traffic control centre.

No matter how the information is classified, or if it originates from the real traffic scene
outside the vehicle or is artificially presented inside the vehicle, the driver has always to
process the information in order to benefit from it. The processing of available information is
going on continuously during driving. The process starts with perceiving information by the
human senses. From what is perceived the driver has to select the task relevant information
elements, attend to them, interpret them and judge their importance. Based on the resulting
importance estimate, the driver has to decide about actions to take and modifications of
ongoing actions. Finally, the decision made has to be transformed into active handling by use
of the different vehicle controls. It is obvious that the driver must possess certain perceptual,
cognitive and also motor abilities to meet the task demands. The information processing
required by the basic driving task does not differ between professional and private drivers.
But because knowledge, experience and skill can improve the necessary abilities, it is
reasonable to assume that the professional drivers are favoured in that they may experience
less load and distraction from the information handling task compared to private drivers.
What differs between the professional and private drivers is that the professionals need
additional information to be able to perform their work specific tasks. Some additional
information is communicated during driving, for example changed pick-up or delivery
addresses for lorry and taxi drivers, message that a passenger want to leave at the next stop
for bus drivers, while other additional information is communicated whilst standing still.

Since the pace and density of traffic tend to increase, as do the complexity of the traffic
environment, the demands on the driver from information processing also increase. Less time
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is available to process an increasing amount of information. A lot of research and
development is going on trying to solve the problem by introducing electronic help systems.
As the professional drivers need and use a lot of information in their work, it is reasonable to
assume that they are a group of drivers that will soon have such help systems. This supporting
equipment present new information which has to be considered. It is thus an obvious risk that
information may distract and/or overload professional drivers, leading to a degraded working
environment re ected by stress, inconvenience, more or less severe mistakes, and in the worst

case accidents. Internal distraction has been identified as a very important pre-crash factor
(Treat, 1980). A high stress level has implications both for perception (perceptual narrowing)
and for cognition (cognitive tunnelling). Negative effects of different RTI (road transport
informatics) systems have been found, for example, on drivers mental workload, reaction
time, and ability to judge gaps and control speed and distance (Alm et al. 1994, Alm et al.
1991). To minimise the risk of negative impact on the drivers health and safety it is
important that the presentation of information is adapted to human abilities and limitations
concerning perception and cognition. In the design of information exchange to a driver, a
number of questions should be considered and answered, such as:

1. What is the optimal amount of information to be communicated?

2. When should the information be presented?

3. Which sense modality(ies) should be addressed?

4. How should information from different sources be integrated?

It is self-evident that information only should be given when it is justified by the task or
the situation. When a lot of information is available it is, however, tempting to continuously
present everything . Such information overload must be avoided. The question of what is
enough, but not too much, information to solve the actual task under different conditions is

thus important. One solution can be to transfer a really minimal amount of information, but
make it possible for the driver to call up certain information, for example the legal speed limit
or the most recent messages from the dispatcher. The timing of the information presentation
is also crucial in the high speed and complex traffic of today. The driver must have enough
time to process the information, and to safely and with preserved comfort plan and perform
required actions. Sometimes no information presentation at all may be safer than information
too late, as the knowledge of the consequences of abruptly induced actions is very sparse.

Another important question concerns in which sense modality the information should be
presented. Since the basic driving task to a large extent is based on visual information, it
seems wise to use other sense modalities as frequent as possible for the presentation of
additional information. The view is supported by the finding that two messages will interfere
less with each other if they are presented in different sense modalities, compared to if they are
presented in the same sense modality (Wickens 1984, 1991). In spite of this many concepts of
new RTI systems are presenting information to the driver on visual displays. A common task
that can cause problems for professional drivers like taxi, lorry and distribution vehicle
drivers is to drive in unfamiliar areas and find unknown addresses. In solving this task they
should probably benefit from a navigation system. When finding the way in the unknown, it
is important that the support system allows the drivers to keep their eyes on the road and not
divide their attention by distracting maps and messages on a visual display. A step in the right
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direction is taken by Davis and Schmandt (1989) suggesting a navigation system based on
verbal information.

Not even professional drivers are always capable to correctly judge speeds and distances
in traffic. They, as well as every driver, can therefore benefit from systems intended to help
drivers to keep a safe distance from vehicles ahead and to warn them if they are approaching
too fast or driving too close. System designs addressing the auditory, the visual as well as the
tactile modality have been tested (Janssen and Nilsson, 1990). The tactile messages have been

a vibration or a counterforce in the gas pedal advising the driver to lower the speed. Such
warnings via the gas pedal reduced the number of headways shorter than one second more
than the other two solutions (buzzer, warning light), and also led to less side effects like
increased speed variability, left lane driving, and number of false alarms. The two described
systems (navigation and collision warning) are good examples of how increases in visual
workload can be prevented by use of other sense modalities for the presentation of
information.

It seems likely that the vehicles of tomorrow will be equipped not only by one but with a
number of information (RTI) systems. It seems also very probable that the commercial
vehicles will be equipped with RTI systems earlier and to a greater extent than private cars.
Systems communicating information will be used to support the professional driver both in
the basic driving task and in his/her specific working tasks. Systems monitoring various
vehicle functions, systems communicating information from traffic control centres, systems
communicating information from/to dispatchers, customers and passengers, route guidance
systems, mobile telephones and/or communication radios, adapted cruise controls, and

collision avoidance systems are some examples of future or already available systems. If not
well designed such an information boom can markedly deteriorate the working environment
in commercial vehicles by introducing the problems of information overload, i.e. driver stress,
distraction and errors. To avoid the foreseen disadvantages for traffic safety and drivers
occupational health, from a working environment in vehicles with a large number of different
information sources producing a large amount of information each, the various help systems
must be integrated and not allowed to present their information independently. A solution
could be a central information unit in the vehicle an intelligence - collecting the
information from all sources and communicating it according to priorities and prevailing
conditions (Michon, 1993). Simultaneous presentation of several messages could then be
prevented and if timing con icts occur, specified criteria concerning safety, comfort etc.
should settle the message sequence. Optimal functioning of some form of intelligent
information management inside vehicles requires that this unit has real time knowledge about
the infrastructure and the traffic situation. In this way the presented information could be
adapted to whether the driver is driving in urban areas or in the countryside, in familiar or
unknown surroundings. The result may also be that no message is sent because the driver is
negotiating a complex intersection, or interacting with other road users.

High workload and low perceived control of the working tasks have been found to
increase psychophysiological stress (Frankenhaeuser et al, 1986). Traffic congestion is
significantly correlated to elevation of stress hormones and perceived control of the job for
city bus drivers (Evans, 1993). Adequate information could alleviate the drivers from some of
these occupational strains. Traffic information and route guidance systems could therefore be
a way to utilise the possibilities of modern information technology in order to improve the
working conditions for professional drivers. On the other hand, many groups of professional
drivers are among those who already today have to handle a lot of information while driving.
The working tasks and environment should not be allowed to be destroyed by information
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overload and distraction. The presentation of the increasing amount of available information
has to be carefully designed, adapted and integrated in order to meet real information needs
and facilitate the tasks of professional drivers. A adequate amount of information, presented
in the right way and with correct timing for the professionals different working tasks is a key
to improve traffic safety as well as the well being and work satisfaction of the drivers.

Professional drivers need to be able to reach different rescue and service parties in case of
illness, threats and conflicts, technical malfunctions and other problems. Channels for

communication from the drivers are thus as important as channels for information to the
driver. They should be self explanatory and easy to access. For pure information exchange the
messages from the driver can very well be spoken over a radio or telephone channel with an
adapted MMI design. An emergency button is justified for most professional driver categories
and could be integrated with a navigation system, which automatically send the vehicle
position to the traffic control centre or the dispatcher.

The present technical development in the automotive industry is heading in a direction
where the risk of information overflow to the driver is greater than lack of information. The
possibilities to provide the driver with information seems inexhaustible. A deep
understanding of the driver's true needs of information and resources to handle information in
conjunction with the driving task seems crucial to guide the development towards an
improved situation for professional drivers. There is an obvious risk that what should be the
primary task, driving, could become secondary in favour of other tasks. This seems to be
general to all types of commercial vehicles. The driver should not turn into an information
supervisor being transported but remain an active driver.

9. NOISE, INFRASOUND AND VIBRATIONS

Noise is undesired sound with frequencies between 20 and 20.000 Hz while frequencies
below 20 Hz is called infrasound. Extreme exposure to noise can result in permanent hearing
loss. The risk of injury depends on both the exposure time and the level of the noise. Hearing
loss is not however a common occupational injury among professional drivers. Noise as well
as infrasound in modern vehicles is rather a matter of driver disturbance and vigilance which
can have safety implications. The noise and the infrasound can emerge both from the
environment (e.g. road, wind) and the vehicle (e.g. engine, tyres, fans). High levels of
infrasound in combination with low levels of noise have been found to have a negative effect
on driving performance and vigilance (Morén et al., 1989 b). High levels of noise can mask
infrasound and therefore the ratio between noise and infrasound is critical. Vibrations in
vehicles mainly originate from the longitudinal road profile including texture and unbalanced
tyres. The effects of vibrations on the driver depend on their direction and frequency and can
be assessed both for specific body parts separately and for the whole body Vibrations. For
professional drivers whole body vibrations are the most relevant to assess. As previously
mentioned, there is a significant higher rate of lower back pain among professional drivers
compared to other occupational groups. Experimental data also show that whole body
vibrations have a temporary negative effect on the spine. It seems therefore evident that long
term exposure to whole body vibrations substantially adds to an increased risk of lower back
pain and injury (Kjellberg et al., 1993). Vibrations with a frequency between 0.5 and 80 Hz
can influence the driver's comfort, health and performance. The effects on driving

performance is mostly caused by vibrations of 4 8 Hz (vertically) and l - 2 Hz
(horizontally). Vibrations can also have negative effects on visual acuity, manoeuvring and
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information exchange. Vehicle and seat suspension are vital to suppress vibrations that could
disturb and discomfort the driver. In combinations with incorrect seating postures vibrations
can cause discomfort and eventually musculoskeletal injuries. Too low levels of noise and
vibrations can also cause trouble as the driver might lose vital pieces of information e. g. from
a running engine.

Noise and infrasound levels are measured in dB. The human ear is not equally sensitive to
all frequencies. Filters that resemble the characteristics of the human ear e. g. dB(A) are used

to compensate for the non linear noise sensitivity. A frequently used upper limit to avoid
permanent hearing loss is 85 dB(A) at daily mean exposure. According to UITP (International

Union of Public Transport) noise levels below 70 dB(A) are desirable and an upper noise
limit of 75 dB(A) is recommended for buses. The automotive industry has a good knowledge
and experience of how to provide a comfortable acoustic environment and how current
recommendations can be satisfied. Rear mounted engines in buses, common today, have
dramatically reduced the noise level in the driver's compartment. Infrasound is measured
using other types of filters e. g. dB(G). There are no recommendations of infrasound levels or
noise to infrasound ratio for the traffic environment. The Swedish Road and Transport
Research Institute have proposed an upper limit of 110 dB(G) for infrasound in buses (Peters
et al, 1992). Human experience of discomfort due to whole body vibrations is described in
ISO 2631. The same document gives detailed information on how to measure whole body
vibrations. Today there are no specified upper limits for whole body vibrations in order to
prevent low back injuries but such recommendations will soon be available from the
international standardisation bodies. There is much knowledge and many assessment methods
and exposure limits available for all the three factors; noise, infrasound and vibrations but still

there is a need of further research to explore effects on the driver through interaction.

 
Figure 4 Noise and vibrations

Modern vehicles are fairly well designed to minimise driver injuries and discomfort due to
noise, infrasound and vibrations. Despite this some improvements to the working
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environment could be suggested. There is a great need for standardised recommendations of
acceptable infrasound levels and of the ratio between noise and infrasound levels. Also the
assessment methods have to be standardised. The great difference in eye levels between
standing and sitting passengers in low oor buses have resulted in a design with extremely
large windows. These large windows could be a source of increased infrasound levels in
buses. Smaller, split or arched windows would be better. Manufacturers of seats should
provide details of how vibrations are suppressed. Frequent and regular vehicle maintenance is
a key way to minimise the risk of problems due to noise, infrasound and vibrations (e. g. seat
suspension, loose details, unbalanced tyres). Modern vehicles driven on good roads induce
noise, infrasound and vibrations with a minor in uence on the professional drivers safety and
health. Despite this these aspects of the professional driver's environment should not be
omitted and certainly not with elderly vehicles used on poor quality roads. There are countries
with a low standard of both roads and vehicles. Professional drivers in these areas of the
world will regard these problems as important.

10. FIELD OF VISION AND LIGHTS

In order to drive safely and efficiently the driver needs an adequate field of view. Most of
the information relevant to the driving task reaches the driver through the visual sense. Poor
visual conditions is tiring and stressful for the driver and will increase the risk of an accident.
Treat (1980) identified improper lookout as the most prominent human cause of vehicle
accidents. These accidents were due to human errors (e.g. "failed to look", "looked but failed
to see"), but they underline the importance of providing the driver with sufficient visual
conditions. Fatal consequences due to visual deficiencies can have a number of reasons like
obscuring vehicle structures, visual overload and distraction, visual misinterpretation and bad
lighting conditions. In addition to visual aspects common to all drivers, professional drivers
have specific visual needs due to the type of vehicle and the type of cargo. Drivers of lorries
and buses have to supervise a large proximate area for safe manoeuvring of the vehicle. Not
all of this area can be seen by the driver, and certainly not continuously, so much can be
hidden from the drivers. Heavy vehicles require long braking distances and therefore long
sight distances. Taxi and bus drivers have to operate in crowded environments occupied by
people of various age, height and mobility and need a clear and unobstructed field of vision of
the proximate area. Sufficient rear view is crucial for lorry drivers when reversing or

manoeuvring into delivery and loading bays.

The driver's field of vision also depends on light and weather conditions. Night-time
driving and driving in bad weather impose extra visual workload on the driver. Professional
drivers often have to perform their work despite bad environmental conditions. All drivers
depend on adequate lighting especially external lights but professional drivers have specific
needs due to additional work tasks e.g. use of in-vehicle devices and supervising passengers.
In general professional drivers need more light and due to this they are also frequently
distracted and disturbed by internal light and re exes in windscreens from badly adapted
lights.

What and how much does the driver really need to see in order to drive safely? The
complexity of the driving task and the driver's varying needs and resources to process visual
information make this question very difficult to answer. There are some visual aspects of
vehicle design that should be considered in order to improve the driver's working
environment. The field of vision consists of both an external (interacting with other road
users) and an internal (monitoring and operating in vehicle devices) field of vision. The
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structure and size of the vehicle determines how much of the environment the driver can view
directly and how much s/he has to cover by indirectly, by e. g. mirrors. Large vehicles have
large blind spots, that are not covered by either direct or indirect view. Furthermore the visual
needs obviously change depending on the driving tasks (e.g. parking, overtaking) and the
driver needs a varying combination of both proximate and distant external view. Visual
overload, distraction, and re exes are issues mostly related to the internal visual conditions

and are very important to assess for an efficient information exchange and an optimal
working situation. '

The driving task often requires that the driver continuously monitor the road and the
traffic. In-vehicle devices that the driver have to View while driving should be placed to
minimise the glance time needed. The steering wheel, dashboard, control lights etc. should be
arranged to provide a clear and unobstructed external as well as internal field of vision for the
total driver population. This requires knowledge of where the driver's eyes are located and
specifications of the boundaries of the minimal accepted field of view. SAE documents
among others provide data on "eyellipses" i.e. ellipsoids displaying the range of the driver's
eye position in passenger cars within a driving population (Roe, 1993, Haslegrave, 1993).
This type of data need though to be updated and extended to cover other types of vehicles. A
driver's compartment design allowing the driver full direct round view does not seem
possible. But the ambition should be to as far as possible eliminate the blind spots by utilising
a combination of direct and indirect views. The frontal and proximate field of vision should,
as much as possible be provided through direct view. Direct view provides high visual acuity
and binocular vision valuable to the sense of distance and speed. It also has the advantage that
it does not add to the driver's mental load by requiring any extra transformation or
interpretation of the visual information. Large windows enhance the direct view but on the
other hand they could have negative effects on thermal climate, infrasound level, and crash
worthiness. There is obviously trade offs that has to be made here. An indirect field of view
could be applied for side and rear view, where not covered by direct view. Indirect view is
mostly provided by the use of mirrors. Ordinary interior mirrors in passenger cars provide a
rear view of approximately 20 degrees and external mirrors 10 degrees. This is sufficient to
fulfil the current requirements, but still there will be blind spots. The further away from the
driver the mirror is placed the smaller will the area be that the driver can see in it. On the
other hand, large mirrors like those used on lorries and buses, placed close to the driver can

obscure considerable areas of the direct field of vision. Placing the mirror at the A pillar on a
passenger car will have the disadvantage that the driver has to look away from the road and
the traffic in front. Mirrors with accelerating curvature can be used to extend the viewing area
but the distorted image can confuse the driver. Other devices used to extend the indirect view
are fibre optic systems and TV cameras. TV cameras are used to improve rear view as a
reversing aid on buses and lorries. These type of systems introduce some questions as: Should
the monitor present a mirrors view of the rear or should it be presented as viewed by the
camera?", "What quality is required and how much can the image be distorted without
increasing the risk of misinterpretation?".

Obscuring caused by vehicle structures (e.g. pillars) can be limited if the width of the
objects is less than the distance between the eyes (Haslegrave, 1993). It is not just the external
design of the vehicle that determines the driver's direct field of view also the interior design
like passenger seats, dashboard, and additional in vehicle devices can become sight obstacles.

Various visual enhancement systems (VES) are presently being developed and tested
within the IVHS and ATT programs. These systems are used to improve the driver's external
field of view at night or under bad weather conditions. UV (ultra violet) lights on vehicles are
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intended to improve visibility of UV sensitive objects on the road without dazzling effects.
The human eye remains the sensor and the UV light VES is used to improve the drivers'
possibility to perceive the traffic environment. Other systems are sensitive to IR (infrared)
light and display a visual image in the vehicle of objects on the road. In this case electronic
devices (sensors) are used to collect information about the driving environment and to present
the information in the form of an image. How VES can increase safety is still to be seen?

What is required in order to improve the professional driver's working environment? In an
effort to quantify the bus driver's needs of proximate view of the environment Peters et al.
(1992 a) suggested that the driver should be able to see at least 25% of a standing 6 to 7 years
old child (1.0 - 1.2 rn height) in front and by the sides of the bus. This requirement conforms
well to the minimum criterion expressed by Haslegrave (1993). The driver should be able to
see the head of a small child (0.9 1.0 m height) from any vehicle operating in residential
areas. The driver should be able to see as much as possible of the environment by direct view.
Areas which the driver does not see by direct view should be covered by indirect view to
eliminate blind spots. Various means of providing an indirect field of view so that the driver
does not have to look at several places for the visual information should be supplied.
Reflections and visual obstructions for the anticipated range of eye levels should be avoided.
Visual overload seems to be the most prominent visual aspect to consider for all vehicles in
respect to the present technological development. Concerning buses and lorries it seems
crucial that the driver's external field of view is improved to minimise the blind spots.

11. CRASH WORTHINESS (SAFETY)

The most frequent work related deaths for all occupational categories are caused by
vehicle accidents (Baker et al. 1972, Baker et al. 1992 and Jarl et al. 1989). Jarl et al.

examined more than 200 cases of fatally injured bus and lorry drivers to find vehicle related
causes to the injuries. It was found that neglect to use occupant restraints and insufficient
deformation zones contributed to the severity of injuries. This was especially the case in
lorries with the compartment placed above or beside the vehicle's engine. There are two main
reasons that professional driver's are injured in vehicle accidents: firstly hitting the vehicle's
internal structure and secondly crushing due to vehicle details penetrating the compartment.
In passenger cars the occupant restraint systems, sufficient deformation zones and a vehicle
design that minimise the risk of penetrating details have contributed significantly to a
decrease in the number and severity of accidents. The heavy duty vehicles have up to now not
substantially utilised these developments. Driver skill, speed levels (when kept), and the
vehicle's weight have probably restricted the number and the severity of bus and lorry
accidents. The heavy weight of buses and lorries is sometimes heard as an argument for not
wearing seatbelts. When the drivers are speeding, as often occurs when bus routes run on
motorways, then the vehicle's weight is of minor value to reduce injuries if no restraint
system is used.

Buses are probably the least safety regulated vehicle on the road. Crash worthiness in
buses ought to be radically improved. This is an area that seems to be suffering from low
priority in design of new buses. Three ECE regulations related to crash worthiness are of
relevance to the bus and the bus driver. ECE 66 deals with the construction of the bus. If the
bus is turned upside down there should be sufficient space for both the driver and the
passengers to survive. ECE 80 deals also with the safety of the passengers. The back of the
passengers' seats should be designed to limit the risk of fatal accidents in case of a frontal
crash. ECE 21 mainly addresses at the interior safety of passenger cars and states that there
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should be crash absorbing zones on the dashboard. This regulations could be applied in order
to improve the interior safety in the whole vehicle, not just in the driver s area.

A number of actions could be taken to improve the situation for professional drivers in
respect to crash worthiness. Some of these will be mentioned here but a full list of
suggestions to improvements can be found in Peters et al. (1992 b). The suggestions are
mainly aimed at city buses but could be applied to also to other commercial vehicles. The top
priority should be to install restraint systems like safety belts, possibly in combination with
airbags in all commercial vehicles. There should be no exceptions from the mandatory safety
belt usage for professional drivers. Lorries and buses should be equipped with deformation
zones and sufficient crash absorbing material in the driver's compartment. A decreased
steering wheel diameter in buses and lorries would decrease the risk of sever abdominal and
facial injuries. The steering-wheel should be designed o avoid injuring the driver in an
accident.

12. ASSAULT PROTECTION

Passenger assault includes both threat and violence and could be defined like this:

. Violence is when one person deliberately hurts or causes substantial bodily pain to

another;

o A threat is when a person shows an intention to act of violently and fight another person.

Threat and violence is a source of serious discomfort in working life. Generally crimes of
violence have increased over the last years while the proportion of more brutal violence
seems to be rather constant. Occupational injuries caused by threat and violence often result
in extended absence from work and can be a painful experience for the individual. Certain
occupational groups like policemen and health care workers are extremely subjected to these
crimes. Bus and taxi drivers also face threatening situations more frequently than other
occupational groups. The problems seem to arise mainly in situations like fare collection and
rejection of abusing and disturbing passengers. Fortunately, robberies are not very frequent.
Crimes of violence are concentrated to the big cities and they are most frequent at night-time,
odd hours and during weekends. Professional drivers often work alone even at night-time,
which increases their risk of exposure to assault. Today, professional drivers and their trade
unions show a growing concern for these problems and strive to solve them and promote the
rehabilitation of colleagues who have suffered from threat and violence.

Passenger contacts are a source to con ict, but on the other hand they also contribute
significantly to the driver's work satisfaction. The latter is often claimed by bus and taxi
drivers. A survey (Rydstedt, 1989) among 241 bus drivers in Stockholm showed that 41% of
the drivers had positive contacts with passengers daily. However, the same survey also
showed that 34 % of the drivers had been subjected to passenger assault at one or several
occasions. What can be done to the working environment in order to solve these problems?
Several courses of actions could be taken, but four important ones have been identified
(Morén et al 1989): delimit or eliminate potential gains for a criminal, train professional
drivers to handle con icts, deter the villains to commit crime and protect the driver.
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Figure 5 Assault protection

Even if robberies are generally rare among professional drivers they do occur and the
consequences are sever. In order to prevent these crimes the first option should be to
minimise the criminal attraction. The amount of cash that the driver has to lookafter should be
as small as possible. Despite this, some modern fare collection systems for public bus
transports are organised so that the driver has to handle large sums of money, e. g. if all types
of tickets are sold on board the bus. Such a system is definitely not acceptable. If cash cannot
be avoided in the vehicle, then safety deposits should be installed.

Passenger assault on buses seems to be connected to certain situations. Such a critical
situation typically occurs when a drug or alcohol affected young male starts to argue about the
fare. Different types of drivers handle these situation very differently. The training of drivers
to handle such critical situations could be very efficient to avoid violence.

An other way to address these problems is to increase the chances of catching and
convicting a criminal. These deterrents can be achieved in many ways. Easily accessed alarm
systems are often installed in buses today. These systems could be even more effective if they
were combined with automatic positioning systems like GPS (Global Positioning System).
Different types of camera systems can be used to document a situation and to identify a
criminal. Even dummy systems have proved to be effective and they also decreased interior
damage of seats etc. from passengers.

Short drivers often have a psychological weak position in relation to a standing passengers
if the seat is placed low. While seated, the bus driver should have an eye level height
approximately equal to the passengers . The driver should always have a screen behind to
prevent rear attacks and to provide some privacy. A completely separate compartment for the
driver could be way to protect the driver from assault problems. The well known buses and
taxis in London have long since applied such a solution, but elsewhere many professional
drivers would reject such a solution. Possibly a rejection might be due to cultural differences
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but it could also be viewed as a way to give up the idea of an open and non hostile society. In
a separate compartment, the driver would be isolated and the driver s authority could not be
utilised to limit interior vehicle damage and provide a friendly environment for the
passengers.

Threat and violence is a serious matter and, in addition to all the preventive actions
mentioned, it is important that each individual suffering from these problems is cared for. The
occupational organisation should be prepared to handle these situations. Support from
colleagues and the employer is crucial to shorten absenteeism due to assault.

13. CONCLUSIONS

Professional drivers are subjected to health and safety problems which stem from
deficiencies in their working environment. Occupational injuries like musculoskeletal
problems, cardiovascular diseases, gastrointestinal illness and vehicle accidents are more

frequently observed among professional drivers than what is found for most other
occupations. Many professional drivers have to work under stressful conditions like tight time
schedules, irregular working hours, heavy traffic, congestion, air pollution and driving in
crowded residential areas. Such working conditions together with a vehicle which they often
have not chosen and which they have to share with others will produce a very low perceived
control of their work. A combination of high workload, stress, lack of control and

shortcomings in the design of the driver's compartment is probably what is causing most of
the health and safety problems that have been revealed. Aiming at a improved working
environment for professional drivers means that all these aspects has to be addressed and a
multi disciplinary approach seem to be the most appropriate way to solve the problems.

This chapter has mostly dealt with the design of the driver's compartment and it should be
viewed as a contribution to provide a working environment that minimise the strain on the

driver due to a poorly designed compartment.

Safety and health in working life is mostly established through laws, regulations,
recommendations, design guidelines etc. Two different types of laws and regulations can be
found applicable to the professional drivers working environment: road and traffic safety
related and occupational safety and health related. These documents are necessary but not
sufficient to ensure occupational safety and health for the professional drivers. The
automotive industry and branch organisations have developed their own design specifications
for various types of commercial vehicles. Sometimes these are very specific and promote a
certain design or even prescribe the use of a specific make of products. Such detailed
specifications might to some extent facilitate assessment procedures but they do not really
promote development and improvement. Functional requirements and design guidelines, i.e.
recommendations applicable to various implementations, are better for optimising user-
related features. Such documents are often provided by the international standardisation
bodies. There are obviously various types of documents that provide information valuable to
promote occupational heath and safety for professional drivers. However, there are still gaps
to fill and improvements to be made. Firstly, many of these documents are end products of
successful research efforts, but too much valuable research does not reach this far. There is a

need for improved transfer processes of research results to practical design of the driver's
compartment. Another issue is that when the number of specifications and recommendations
necessary to follow increases, the assessment procedure will be very complex and "approved"
products will be very expensive. US Department of Defence has experienced that products
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that conform to all their guidelines and specifications have grown tremendously in cost and
the gain is thereby uncertain. There is a need to regularly evaluate the validity and the over all
benefit of the specifications and recommendations that are used. A third issue is to structure
these documents in order to support a continuos development towards an improved working
environment. Specifications and recommendations should be more explicitly separated
according to different objectives. For instance, those specifications that have proved to be
valid and beneficial should be made mandatory. There is a vast number of such specifications
and they are needed to make contemporary good working environment design explicit. On the
other hand, there is a necessity for recommendations to indicate a direction for improvements
according to known safety and health problems and expected possibilities with emerging new
technology. These optional recommendations should be formulated as functional
requirements.

Yet another important issue is that the professional drivers themselves should be made
more aware of that they are also responsible for their own safety and health. It is for instance
unacceptable that some groups of professional drivers are excepted from mandatory use of
seat belts because of comfort reasons.

It is important that the driver's compartment is viewed as a regular work place even if it
might not be fully comparable with an office environment. Working in a traffic environment
calls for specific safety considerations but a mobile work place could not be expected to
provide the same comfort as a stationary one. Prioritising the possible efforts to improve the
professional driver's environment in various commercial vehicles is very difficult. As
previously mentioned it seems like the bus driver experience most of problems encountered
by professional drivers. The bus is also the least regulated vehicle on the road. Safety
requirements in buses are very low compared to passenger cars. Seating and reaching could
be improved and would probably pay back in a decrease of musculoskeletal injuries. An
improved thermal climate would increase comfort and decrease the strain on the driver.
Improved quality of air seems also to be of great importance to drivers who have to work in
high density traffic. All three of these aspects of the driver's working environment could be
improved by simply applying available technology. Considering the lorry driver's working
situation, it seems most important to improve the passive safety (crash worthiness). Looking
some years ahead, it is obvious that the information technology applied to improve road
transports will radically change the working situation for professional drivers. Some problems
might be gone while new once appear. There is a great need for continued research on human
information processing in order to utilise the new technology and to improve the working
environment. Increased safety risks can be foreseen due to information over ow when new
"supportive" devices are installed in a modern cab. Finally it is very important for a
successful outcome that the professional drivers themselves are involved in the process of
improving the driver's compartment. They play a key role within the process to increase
knowledge of the pros and cons of their own working environment as well as to suggest
improvements.
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